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A right alternative ring R having an idempotent c decomposes into a 
direct sum R = RI1 + R,, + R,, + R, of submodules, its Peirce decomposi- 
tion with respect to c. If c satisfies c(cx) = cx for all x E R, then the Peirce 
components satisfy nice multiplication rules. They allow the construction 
of certain interesting ideals qo: . If R is simple then it is shown that R is 
alternative (hence associative or a Cayley algebra of dimension 8 over its 
center) or c is a unit element of R. A number of similar results are derived 
for prime and semiprime R. Partial results along the same lines have been 
obtained earlier by Hentzel, Humm, Kleinfeld, Maneri, Sterling, and the 
author. The reader not familiar with quadratic Jordan algebras will need to 
consult McCrimmon’s paper “The radical of a Jordan Algebra,” Proc. Nat. 
Acud. Sci. 62 (1969), 671678, to which we refer by [A]. Background material 
on right alternative rings is found in the companion paper, “Right alternative 
rings” (J. Algebra 37 (1975)), to which we refer by [B]. 
PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper R denotes a right alternative algebra (over a unital, 
commutative, and associative ring k) having an idempotent c. The quadratic 
Jordan algebra R+ has a Peirce decomposition R = RI, + RI,, + R, 
into a direct sum of three submodules RI1 , R,,, , R, defined by R,, = U,(R), 
R 112 := ker( V, - Id), R,, : = ker( U, - V,), respectively. Hence 
RI1 = {x E R / x = U,(x) = (cx) c} = {x E R 1 cx = x = xc), 
Rlw = {x E R 1 xc + cx = x>, 
and 
R,,={xER~(U,- V,)(x)=(cx)c-(cx+xc)=Oj 
= {x E R 1 cx = 0 = xc}. 
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The submodules R,, and Roe are Jordan subalgebras of R+ such that 
RI,%,, = R,R,, = 0. As in the case of associative and alternative 
algebras one can decompose R,,, into a direct sum of two submodules 
RI, : = {x E Rl12 1 xc E RI,} and R,, := {x E Rl12 1 cx E R,,} in the following 
way: 
If x E R,,, , then cx = xi + z i,a + z, and xc = --z, + (x - x1/a) - z0 . 
Observe z,,,c = (cx) c - z1 = (x - xc) c - z, = --z, E R,, and 
c(x - Q> = ~1 + .Q,C + z,, = ~0 E R,, . Hence ~112 E RIO and 
x - 312 E Ro, - This shows R,,, = RIO + R,, . Trivially R,, n R,, = 0. 
Thus, R = R,, + RIO + R,, + R,, is a direct sum of submodules. We call 
this decomposition the (refined) Peirce decomposition of R with respect to c. 
If we assume that the idempotent c satisfies (c, c, R) = 0, then the submodules 
Ri, are given by 
R,, = {x E R 1 cx = x, xc = x} 
R,, = (x E R / cx = x, xc = 0) 
R,, = {x E R 1 cx = 0, xc = x> 
R,, = {x E R 1 cx = 0, xc = 0) 
and the Peirce spaces Rij for i, j E (0, l} satisfy the following multiplication 
table with respect to the multiplication in R. 
Moreover, R,, and Roe are Jordan subalgebras of the quadratic Jordan 
algebra R+, xfj E R, for i, j E (0, l}, and xfo = xi1 = 0 for xl0 E R,, , xol E Rol . 
One easily shows T,,R,, C To, and T,,R, C Tlo [B]. 
The quadratic Jordan algebra Rf coincides with R as module. Its squaring 
operation and U-operator are given in terms of the multiplication of R by 
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xc-t x2 and U,(y) = (xy) x for x, y E R, respectively. One defines 
and U,,, := U3c+z - U, - U, so that U,,,(y) = (xy) z + (xy) x. 
As usual we denote the deviation from the associative law by the associator 
(4 Y, 4 := (XY) z - 4Y4 f or x, y, z E R. In the following calculations we 
will constantly need the following relations 
(*> X(Y, % 4 + (x, Y, 4 w = (XY, z, w) - (x, YG 4 + (x7 Y, zw) 
(1) (%Y,Y) = 0 
(IP) (%Y, 4 + (% %Y> =o 
(2) (X,Y> 4Y = (%Y,Y4 
VP) by, 4 w + 6% w, 4Y = (X,Y, w4 + (x9 WY4 
(2’) ((XY) 4 Y = X((Y4 Y)* 
Besides it is convenient to use the fundamental formula [A, B] 
(3) U”& = UJJJJZ 
and its consequences 
(3P) &,,,b) + U"JY),U,h!) = ~JJJJ, + u,wJ, + UdJJJm 
(4) uzoz + U&,2 = q&J, f up, + qz * 
Let J be a quadratic Jordan algebra. An element z E J is called an absolute 
zero-divisor of J if U, = 0 [A]. The intersection over all Jordan ideals I of 
J such that J/I has no nonzero absolute zero-divisors is an ideal Z(J) called by 
McCrimmon the (lower) radical of J. By construction Z(J) is the smallest 
ideal of J such that J/Z(J) h as no nonzero absolute zero-divisors. We will 
need rather detailed information on the structure of Z(J). Clearly Z(j) 
contains the ideal Z,(J) generated by all absolute zero-divisors of J. The 
elements of Z,(J) simply consist of all finite sums of absolute zero-divisors 
of J[A]. Put Z,(J) := 0. Define inductively for each ordinal number 01 
.Z,( J) to be the ideal of J generated by all a E J such that U,(J) C UB<a Z’(J). 
As in the case of Z,(J) the elements of Z,(J) consist of all finite sums x$ xi , 
where u,i( J) C UB<~ -G(J)- The Z,(J) f orm an increasing well-ordered chain 
of ideals contained in Z(J). The chain has to become stationary. Hence there 
is a first ordinal number w such that Z,(J) = Z,+,(J). By construction 
J/Z,(J) has no nonzero absolute zero-divisor. Hence Z,(J) = Z(J). As a 
question in radical theory one can ask whether there is an upper bound for w. 
McCrimmon has shown that Z,(J) h ence Z(J) is a nil ideal of J [A]. If 
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J(u) is a homotope of J, then Z&J’“)) 3 Z,(j) from Up’ = U,U, by (trans- 
finite) induction [A, B]. 
MAIN SECTION 
Let R be a right alternative algebra and c an idempotent of R. 
In general, R,, and R,, are not closed under the multiplication of R. Never- 
theless we will call a submodule II1 of R,, a right resp. left ideal of RI, if 
ll,,R,, C1,, + R, + R,, resp. R,lIl, C&r + Rol + R,, (the lo-component 
is zero). Similarly, we call a submodule lo0 of R,, a right resp. left ideal if 
&,,R, C1, + R,, + RI, resp. RJoo Cl,,, + R,, + R,, (the Ol-component 
is zero). By an ideal of RI1 we will understand a submodule that is both a left 
and a right ideal of R,, . Intersections and sums of ideals (right ideals) of 
RI, are again ideals (right ideals) of R,, . If c satisfies (c, c, R) = 0, then 
necessarily RIR,,Rl, C RI1 + T,,, resp. R,,R,, C Roe + T,, [B]. 
LEMMA 1. 1f c sutisjies (c, c, R) = 0, then A,, : = {a,, E R,, 1 ul,RIR,, = 0} 
is an ideal of RI, suck that (R,, , R,, , Rll) C A,, + R,,T,,, + To, . 
Proof. From R,&, = 0 one has (RI, , RI, , RI,) = (R,, , R,, , Rll) = 0. 
Hence A,, is an ideal of RI, . From ~oI% C ToI one gets (RI1 , RI1 , RI,) C 
RI1 + RIIToI + ToI . From 
by (2~) one concludes (R,, , &I > Rn) C 4, + R,,T,, + To, . 
To most results involving the Peirce decomposition there is a dual result 
with dual proof where the subscripts 0 and 1 are interchanged. Following 
Kleinfeld [B (15)] we say that the dual statement is obtained by “reversing 
subscripts.” To justify this observation assume first that R has a unit element 
e. Then e - c is an idempotent of R. The Peirce decomposition of R with 
respect to e - c is obtained from the Peirce decomposition of R with respect 
to c by interchanging the subscripts 0 and 1. If R is without a unit element let 
R’ := ke + R be the right alternative algebra obtained from R by adjoining a 
unit element e [B]. The Peirce decompositions R = RI, + RI, + Rol + R,,,, 
and R’ = RI, + R;,, + R& + Ii& with respect to c are connected by 
R,, = RI, , R;,, = RI, , RL, = R,, , R&, = k(e - c) + R,, . From this it is 
clear that one can dualize statements and proofs by interchanging the sub- 
scripts 0 and 1. For instance Lemma 1 has the following Corollary obtained 
by reversing the subscripts. 
COROLLARY. If c sutisjies (c, c, R) = 0, then A, : = {uoo E R,, j uo,,Rol = O> 
is an ideal of R,,,, suck that (R,, , R, , Roe) C T,, + R,,,T,, + A,, . 
481/37/1-4 
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Each ideal of R,, (resp. I&,) is a Jordan ideal of R& (resp. R&J. The con- 
verse is not true. But one has 
LEMMA 2. 
then &, := 
If I, C R,, is a Jordan ideal of R& such that U,(R,,R,,) C II1 , 
{i E II1 1 iR,, C II1 + R,, + R,} is a right ideal of R,, . 
Proof. Let x, , yn E R,, and write x 11 y 11 = ~11 + ~10 + zol + ~0 with 
xii E Rij . From the polarized form of (x, y, y”) = 0 one has (R, yI1 , c) = 0. 
Especially (xl1 , yll , c) = 0 implies xllyll = zIl + zloc + xolc . Since 
JGOC E RI, 3 xolc E R,, + R,, one obtains z10 = 0. Hence RllRll C 
R,, + R,, + Ii,, . Let i E I,, . Then ixll = j + xol + xoo with j G Ill , 
x01 E Ro, > and xoo E R,, . We have to show j E f,, . From 
jell = (&I)Y~~ - xolYll = Ui.&~d - hd i - xolYll 
= UL&~ - (~11 0~11) i + (xll~ldi - ~01~11 E UC,R~~(RII) + hIi 
+ Ro,R,, C 41 + Ro, + Roe 
we conclude j E fir . 
COROLLARY 1. If IO0 C R,, is a Jordan ideal of R$, such that the OO-compo- 
nent (Id - V, + U,) (RloRoo) of R1,Roo is contained in I,, , therz f,, : = 
{i E IO0 ) iR,, C I,, + R,, + R,,} is a right ideal of R,, . 
Proof. The statement follows from the Lemma by reversing subscripts. 
COROLLARY 2. If I is a Jordan ideal of R+, then f : = {i E I 1 iR C I} is a 
right ideal of R. 
Proof. Let R’ : = Ke @ R be the right alternative algebra obtained from R 
by adjoining a unit element e [B]. Then e is an idempotent of R’ and I is a 
Jordan ideal of (R’)+ = (R;,)+. Since Rio = R6 = RAo = 0 one gets the 
result from the Lemma. 
COROLLARY 3. For each ordinal number 01 ga(R,,) is a right idealof R,, and 
&(Roo) is a right ideal of Roe such that (c, c, R) C .&(Rll) + $(R,,). 
Proof. Let x = xl1 + xl0 + x0, + xoo be the Peirce decomposition of 
x E R. Then (c, c, x) = (c, c, xlo) + (c, c, xol). Put x: = (c, c, x3 = 
-(c, x10 > c) = c(xloc) = xloc E R,, . By reversing subscripts (c, c, xol) E R,, . 
Hence (c, c, R) C R,, + R,, . Let xI1 E R,, . Then UZIo(xrl) = (xloxll) xl0 = 
(%I%) x10 = ~~l,,&h> - (X10%1) c%o4 = K!Ioc.z,,w - ~~&ll). 
From Jordan theory or straight forward calculations U&x11) E R,, , 
u r,,c.r,,(%1) c %2 9 and U,l,c(xll) E Rll . Hence UzlO(Rl,) = 0 and 
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U.&R,,) = 0. Thus z = xlOc = (c, c, xr,J E Z&,). From (c, c, x3 yll = 
I:: cF;y’ 
$0) + (c, XlOG Yd = (c, Yll , C%o) = c o (6 Yll 9 CXlO> - 
11, cxlol) EJL~ + Z,(G) + -WGo) by (2~) and relation (4) in PI 
one sees (c, c, xlo) E &(i?,,). By reversing subscripts (c, c, xoJ E &(Roo). To 
show that .&(R,,) is a right ideal of R,, it suffices to show U,(R,R,,) C Z,(R&). 
Let yol E ROI and ~11 E &I. Then ~~~~~~~~~~ = ( Y~IYII)) c = 
46 YOl > Yd c = -(G YOl > Yll) - cc, c> YOlYll) = --c o (c, YOl ) Yld - 
Cc, ~3 ~ll~od E Rn n (RI/, + -%1(&) + -%,(Roo) = -%(Rd). Hence 
Uc(Ro&d C -%,(Rd. BY reversing subscripts the 00-component of RloR, 
is contained in Zl(Rzo). Hence .2?l(R11) is a right ideal of R,, and &(Roo) is a 
right ideal of Roe . 
COROLLARY 4. If R has no absolute zero-divisors besides zero, then 
(c, c, R) = 0. 
COROLLARY 5. Assume that c satisfies (c, c, R) = 0. If II1 CR,, (resp. 
I,, C R,,) is a Jordan ideal of R& (resp. Rto), then Ii, = {i E Ill 1 iR,, C 
II1 + To,} (resp. f,, = {i E I,, 1 iR,, C loo + T,,}) is a right ideal of R,, 
(rev- Roe>- 
Proof. If (c, c, R) = 0 then R,,RII C R,, + To, , Uc(RolR,,) = 0, 
%oR,, C Ro, + T,, , and (Id - V, + Uc) (&,&,) = 0. 
Remark. The right ideal f in Lemma 2 is called the kernel of I. In the 
proof of Corollary 3 we actually have shown more than stated. One has 
a2 = UzlOc(c) = 0. From U,lJc) = xto - (cxIo) xl0 = x:, - cxio = 0 one sees 
XL E Z,(R:,). Hence xfo = xlox~o = xlocx~o = ((xioc) xlo) xl0 = 0. By revers- 
ing subscripts w : = (c, c, xol) = cxol E Roe satisfies U, = 0 and UzO,(Roo) = 0, 
xi1 E Z,(R&), xi1 = 0. One can also show R,,R,, + R,,R,, + R,,R,, + 
&oRlo C RIOC + ROI + CR,, 9 RloRoo + %l%o + R&o + R&o, C R,oc + 
4, + CR,, 2 R&II C 41 + Ro, + CR,, , RooRoo C %o + ho + Rloc, 
Rod40 C %o + (&o4 Ro, + (CR,,) R,, > R,oRo, C 4, + (R,oc) Ro, + 
(cRol) Rio , where R,,c C 2!l(R,,) and CR,, C &(R,,). Moreover, 
UzOJRll) C Z,(R,+,) and UzlO(Roo) C Z,(R&). We omit the proofs since we 
will make no use of these statements in the following. 
From now on we assume that c satisfies (c, c, R) = 0 unless otherwise 
stated. Any subset Xi, of R,, generates a smallest ideal of R),, . It is the inter- 
section over all ideals of R,, containing X,, and equals the set of all 11 -com- 
ponents of elements of R obtainable from Xi, by successive multiplications 
from left and right by elements of R,, . On account of R,,(R,, + R,,) + 
(R,, + Rol) R,, CR,, + Rol the ideal of R,, generated by X,, equals the 
intersection of R,, with the set of all elements obtained from X1, by iterated 
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multiplications with elements of R,, . In the special case that Xr, = f,r 
is a right ideal of R,, one gets by induction from (lp) that 
is invariant under multiplication with R,, from left and from right. Hence 
the ideal of Rll generated by fir equals 
We apply this to get 
LEMMA 3. Let II1 be a Jordan ideal of R,, . Then the ideal of R,, generated 
by f,, is contained in A,, + II1 . 
Proof. By Lemma 2 f,, is a right ideal of R,, . Clearly I,, + R,,&, C 
41 + To, . From Lemma 1 
and one sees that the ideal of RI1 generated by f,r is contained in 
By reversing subscripts one gets the 
COROLLARY. Let I,,, be a Jordan ideal of R, . Then the ideal of R,, generated 
by &, is contained in A, + I,,, . 
LEMMA 4. Let c satisfy (c, c, R) = 0 and let II1 be a nil Jordan ideal of R,, . 
If d E A,, + II1 is an idempotent hen dR,, = 0. 
Proof. Write d = a + i with a E A,, and i E II1 . Since i is nilpotent some 
power of d, hence d, lies in A,, . 
By reversing subscripts one gets a 
COROLLARY. Let I,, be a nil Jordan ideal of R, . If d E A,, + IO0 is an 
idempotent hen dRol = 0. 
LEMMA 5. Let c satisfy (c, c, R) = 0 and let x, y E R,, . Then U&R,3 C R,, . 
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Proof. Let b E R,, . Then 
Ua&) = ((KY) 4 (v) = WY)) by) = (x9 bY> XY) = -(% XYP by) 
= NXY) 4 Y) + e% Y? b) - WY)) @Y> 
= 44Yb)YN + 4bYS) 4 - WY)) VJY) 
= -WY)) (by) E 4, - 
By reversing subscripts one gets a 
COROLLARY. Let x, y E R,, . Tha U&R,,,,) C Rol . 
LEMMA 6. Let c satisfy (c, c, R) = 0. Then R,,R,, C &(R,,) + R,, and 
&&I C -%,(Rd + RIO - 
Proof. To prove the first inclusion let xn, , yr,, E R,, and b,, E R,, . For 
x11 := Uc(xl,yl,) E R,, one has 
Uz,,(b,,) = Uucc~,,,,,,(bn) = ~cVq,JWd E UcV-4,) = 0 
by (3) and Lemma 5. Hence x1, E .Zl(R~l) and RI&,, C Zl(R~l) + R,, . 
From &&) Rll C & , Rio y Rll) C (% ,Rll 9 %J C WL one Sees 
&RI, C -%;(RI,) + %I . By reversing subscripts one gets RolRO, C 
-alo) + %I * Let Qg’ (resp. Q&j) denote the ideal of R,, (resp. R,) 
generated by the right ideal .&(R,,) (resp. .2!,,(R,,)). 
LEMMA 7. Let c satisfy (c, c, R) = 0. Then for each ordinal number 01 one 
has 
and 
Proof. We give the proof of the first statement. The second statement 
follows by reversing subscripts. By definition &(R,,J C&g). By Lemma 3 
Q!? C 41 + ZrWJ S ince A,,Rl, = 0 we have only to show 
Let x E 41, and yll E Rn . Then ~U,(Y~~)) = 4(vll) 4 = ((4 rd x = 
(~Y~J x - ((4 ~~1) x = 0 and Udyll) c = ((xy,l) 4 c = (xy,J (x 0 4 - 
((xy,,) c) x = 0. Hence U,(R,,) C R, and, by reversing subscripts 
U&R,) C RI, . We will prove U,(Z,(R&)) C Z,(R&) by transfinite induction. 
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For a = 0 there is nothing to show. Assume 012 1 is an ordinal number such 
that U,(Z’(R&)) C Z&2&,) holds for all /I < 01. Let yrr E Z,(R&) satisfy 
~,,I(&AC UO<~ 44GJ. Then u 
UdUB <a Z,ElN c UB<or 
r.r,(v,,)(Roo) c mLllw%o) c u&J-J, ,(Rll)C 
.&(I?&) by (3). Hence U,(yll) E 2.(&J and 
U,(Z,(R;I;)) CZ,(R&) follows. Writing x = xl0 + xsr one gets from R&,, = 0 
and Lemma 6 R,,Z,(R~,) R,,, C Z,(R$,) since a! 2 1. From (Ip) and Lemma 6 
(Rol.WZJ Rio) Roe C RolKRJ Rio + PO1 , 4 , Rio) C -&VU since 
a 2 1. Hence R,,Z,(R~,) I?,, C $(R,-,,). 
LEMMA 8. Let c satisjy (c, c, R) = 0. Then R,oTo, C ~~(RIR,,) C@ and 
&lTlO c mGo) c !x. 
Proof. To prove R,oTo, C .i?~(R,,) let xl0 E R,, , to1 E T,, , and r,, E RI1 . 
Put wrr := xlotol E R,, . Then 
G&11) = (%4 (%o o to4 = Wll%) x10) to1 + @wll) to,) $0 
= @h(wloN to1 + (((~1otod %l> to11 x10 
= (xl0 , t y wlo) to1 + (~lo@ol~ll) to,)) xl0 E WWlo) 4,) n Rll 
= 0. 
Hence wll E -WW From wll~ll = ~lo(tolylJ - @IO l ~1 , toll E RloTol + 
RloRlo C Z,(R&) + Rol one sees wll E .??l(Rll). The second statement follows 
by reversing subscripts. 
LEMMA 9. Let c satisfy (c, c, R) = 0. Then R,,(R,,R,,) C ~l(Roo) and 
RlO(ROc&O) c uM* 
proof. Rol(II,lRol) C (RolRol + CR,, , Rol , W n R, C (RolRol) n Roe C 
.F?l(Roo) by Lemma 6. The second statement follows by reversing subscripts. 
LEMMA 10. Let c sutisjy (c, c, R) = 0. Then (xl0 , xl0 , R,,) C .&(R,,) + 
-%,(R,,) R,, for ~10 E R,o and (x01 , ~01, Rod C $(Roo) + %Roo) Ro, for 
~01 E %1 - 
Proof. We give the proof for the first inclusion. The second one follows by 
reversmg subscrrpts. Let xl0 , ylo E ho and ~lo~lo = zll + zol with zll E Rll , 
zol E Rol . Put wll := ~lo~ol E Rll . Then (xl0 , xl0 , ylo) = xfoylo - wll . BY 
Lemma 6 xTo E &(R,,). Hence it remains to show wll E &(,(A& For rll E RI, 
one has 
uwll(~ll) = uz,,.z,,(yll) = uE,,u&11) + ~&d,,hl) 
by (4). 
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Observe 
u mlO,zOl(~ll) = (~01~11) x10 = K%OYlO) 51) 30 - cwil) x10 
= (~10(y**Y10)) *lo - %lh~lO) 
= -~~0(~11Y10) - ~ll(wlo) E ho n Roe = 0. 
Hence 
= (~10((~01y**) ZOl)) x10 E &&0 + vw10) ho) n %l c %&) 
by Lemma 6. Hence wll E Z,(R:,) and 
%Yll = (4or3 r11 - ho ) x10 9 YlO) Yll 
= - (go 3 r11 7 YlO) - ho > 30 7 y**Y10) - @lo 7 Yll 9 %OYlO) 
+ (%o 9 Yll ? YlO) ~10 E (RI, + Z&i) + R,oTol + W4o + ho) 
n (4, + Toll C Z&J + To1 
from Lemmata 6, 7 shows wll E &(R,,). 
LEMMA Il. Let c satisfy (c, c, R) = 0 and let 01 > 2 be an ordinal number. 
If xl0 E RIO satisJies R,,x,, C IJ .EK~ Z,(Rik> rev ~8~1 C US<~ Z,(Rf,) then 
xloRol C &,(Rd. rev. Rolxl~ C @oo). If ~01 E %I satisfies 4dc,1 C 
La! ZKJ rev- xolRlo C UBcol -W&) th xolRlo C %(Roo) rev. Kdc,, C 
mL)* 
Proof. Let xl0 E RIO , xol E R,, , and yll E R,, . Put wll : = xloxol . Then 
bY (4) 
From uwll(rll) E Rll and U~,,.e,,(Tll) E Rll one sees ~nlouzo1(7~1) E 41 . On 
the other hand 
KJLo~VL) C Uz,,(Ro,Ro,) = RIO&O + V&OR,,) RIO 
C -%,(RI,) + RIO + Ro, + %o 
by Lemma 6. Hence UzlOU,Ol(rll) E ~l(Rl,). If Rolxlo C uaca Z,(R&) or 
xolRlo C UB<~ 4VGJ then 
~:lo.,,(4 f-z ~lo(us<cY -wGN 
uz,,.~oe,,(y~~) = *o~wlo E UB+ -WG). Hence 
xol C UBcar Z,(R&) by Lemma 7. This shows 
wll E Z,(R:) in both cases. If RoIxlo C UB+ Z&R&,) then WAXY,, = 
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%O(~Ol%l + Yll~Ol) E %OROl + Xl0 R C &(R:) + Ro, . If ~,,A, C 10 
UB<a Z,Ko) then 
Wll~ll = Wll o Yll - ~11% = Wll o r11 - rll(%o O x01) 
= % o Yll - (WI,) YOI - (~11x01) ~10 E -%@I) + ROI - 
Hence wll E &(R,,) in both cases. The remaining two statements follow by 
reversing subscripts. 
COROLLARY. (RnRod C &(&I) mui (RooKo) RIO C &z(Roo)- 
Proof. Rol(RllRol) C &(R,) by Lemma 9. Hence 
VWod Ro, C -%VW 
The second inclusion follows by reversing subscripts. 
Let (Y be an ordinal number. Define 
%Y* :=Qk’+R,o+Ro,+Qk’ 
Q’“’ . = (4 10  E R 10 10 I qloR + &II, C s*> 
Sk’ : = 6101 E Ro, I 404 + &ol C s*> 
q . = Q'"' + Q'"' + Q&' + Q'"' 
C1* 11 10 00' 
LEMMA 12. Let c satisfy (c, c, R) = 0. Then R,,JZlo + To1 CQ&’ and 
R&n + T,, C 8:“’ for 0~ 2 2. 
Proof. (&o&o + To,) R + WWGo + To,) C q,* + &o&o + To,) RI, + 
RolRol + Rlo(R,,&, + To,) C q,* by Lemmata 6, 8, 9, and the Corollary to 
Lemma 11. The second inclusion follows by reversing subscripts. 
THEOREM 1. Let c satisfy (c, c, R) = 0 and let 01 > 2 be an ordinal number. 
Then qly is an ideal of R containing (R,&, + Rol) I-I R,, , R,,R, , To1 , 
(%,Ro, + RI,) n %o > %oR,o 7 Tlo . 
Proof. By Lemmata 6 and 12 the specified elements are contained in 
qo: . It remains to show Rq, + q,R C qa . Put 
po 
01 : = Ro,Qi”’ + Qk’Ro1-t %oQi$ + Qk’R,, . 
From RPg,’ + P&‘R C q,* + R,,Pfi’ + Pg’R,, by Lemmata 6 and 7 one 
sees Pg’ C Q. ‘y). By reversing subscripts one obtains 
Pk’ : = R,oQ% + Qk)R,o + &Q$ + Qk’Roo C QI”d. 
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Lemma 6 gives 
Hence 
RloQl”d + Qk’ = Ql”d&, + Q;;’ C Qk’ + Ro, . 
R(R,oQk,’ + Qi”dR,o) + (RloQk’ + QladR~o) R 
C qa* + Rlo(Qkko> + (R,oQk’) RI, C qa* 
by (lp) and Lemma 10. This shows R,,Q:“,’ + Q$)R10 C Qg’ + Q/$. By 
reversing subscripts one obtains R,,Q$’ + Qk’Rol C Q&j + Qg). Conse- 
quently 
Rq, + q,R C q. + f% + Ptk’ + R,oQk’ + Qk’R,, + Ro,Qiit 
+ Qk’R, C qcx .
COROLLARY 1. For each ordinal number a > 2, A,, + q. , A,, + qm , and 
aor = RI&,, + RI0 + Rol + &,R,, + qa are ideals of R such that 
(41 + q. + 4 Moo + qs) + (A,, + qn) (A,, + qa + a,) C qo1 
and 
(A,, + qn + aa> (A,, + 9,) + (A,, + qa> (A,, + qm +aa) C qm - 
Proof. By Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 A,,R C A,, + A,,R,, C A,, + qa 
and RAll C 4, + Ro&L + To, - From (Ro14J ho C (Rol ,A1 , ho) = 0 
and Lemma 11 one sees R,,(R,,AII) C &(R,,) C Q:O;) and liolA,, C QIp) C qa 
follows. Hence A,, + q. is an ideal of R. By reversing subscripts one gets that 
A,, + q. is an ideal of I?. From Rll(Rl,$ol) + (R,di,,) Rn C Rl$ol + 
(R,,R,,) RI, + RIR,,(RllR,,) C RI&,, + qa one sees that a, is an ideal of R. 
From AIIA~O = -%o& = 0 and (%lRlo) 40 + &o(%&~) + (RloRol) All+ 
A,(R,,R,,,) C qol one gets the stated inclusions. 
COROLLARY 2. If qa = 0, a > 2, then A,, , A,, , a, = RI,%, + RI, + 
R,,, + RoO are three ideals of R such that A,, + a, + A,,,, is a direct sum. 
Proof. By Corollary 1, A,, , A,,,, , and a, are ideals of R. To show that their 
sum is direct one has to prove A,, n RI&,, = 0 and A,, n R,,R,, = 0. Let 
a = C a,,a, E A, fl RI,& with a,, E RI, and a,, E Rol. For xrr E RI1 
one has ~&d = (ad a = Ii2 (ad bwol) = - C (all , alo j aol) = 
C (ax11 , a01 , 10 a ) = 0 since qa = 0. Hence a E Zl(R~l). Since A,, n arr is an 
ideal of R, ali,, C Z,(R+) + ToI . Hence a E 2?l(R,,) C Qg’ C qor = 0. This 
proves A,, n RloRo, = 0. By reversing subscripts A,, n R,,R,, = 0. 
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COROLLARY 3. If R has no absolute zero-divisor besides 0, then qm = 0 for 
all 0~. 
Proof. If R has no absolute zero-divisor, then Z&R&) = 0 and 
Z&R&) = 0. Hence QE’ = 0 and Qg,’ = 0. Let qrO E Q$. Then UglJR) C 
(QIO%O) 410 + k10%1) 410 + (~oRoo) a0 C (QOROO) 410 C Qk’. BY reversing 
subscripts for qol E Qg’ one has Ugol(R) C (czolRll) qol . Let xoo E Roe , put 
qol : = (Q~~XOO) qlo ~Qbal' nd observe U,,,(R) C Ua,,(%) C ~gloUzo,UPJ&) = 
0 by the fundamental formula (3). Since R is without absolute zero-divisors 
qol = 0. Hence qlo is an absolute zero-divisor of R. This proves Qg) = 0. By 
reversing subscripts Q$ = 0. Thus q. = 0. 
Let M denote the submodule of R generated by all alternators (x, x, y) for 
X, y E R. Let Ml, denote the submodule of R,, generated by all 1 l-parts 
v,(Xll , xl1 , yll) of (xl1 , xl1 , yll) for xl1 , yll E Rll . Let Moo denote the 
submodule of R,, generated by all 00-parts 
(x00 9 x00 t Yoo) - c o (x00 9 %o 3 Yoo) 
of boo T xoo , yoo) for xoo j yoo E Roe . 
THEOREM 2. Let c satisfy (c, c, R) = 0. Then M C M,, + qa + Moo C 
4, + q, + Aoofor 01 3 3. 
Proof. By Lemma 1 and its Corollary M,, CA,, and Moo C A,, . To 
prove (x, X, y) E M,, + qs + Moo we decompose x and y into their Peirce 
components x = xl1 + xl0 + xol + xoo rev. y = yll + ylo + yol + yoo . BY 
reversing subscripts we may assume y = yrl + yro . Then (x, X, y) splits in 
M into a sum of eight alternators and 12 pairs of associators whose entries are 
Peirce components of x and y. We have to consider these 20 expressions one 
after the other. By the table, (xl1 , xii , yio )=Oand(~,,~oo,~ll)=O.B~ 
Theorem 1, To, + T,, + R1,Ro, + RooR1, C q2 . Hence 
(x11 3 x10 ,Yld + ho > x11 7 Yll)T bll 9 x00 ,Yd + (x00 9 31 ,Yllh 
(x10 7 x01 ,Yld + (x01 5 30 ,Yllh (x10 7 x00 >Yll) + ho0 9 30 ,YlA 
(x01 9 x00 ,Yll) + (x00 9 x01 9 Yll), bll > x01 ,YlO) + (x01 > 31 > YlO), 
(x11 , x00 P YlO) + (x00 , x11 , YlO), (x01 I x00 , y10) + (x00 , x01 , y10), 
(x00 9 x01 9 Yll) + (x01 > x00 3 Xl), (x01 9 x01 , YlO), (x00 , x00 , YlO) 
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are all contained in q, . By Lemma 10 (xl0 , xl0 , yis) E qa . From x;, E q2 
and X& E qa by Lemma 6 one sees modulo qa that 
BY Lemma 1 (xl1 , xl1 , rll> E MI, + To1 + RllTol C Ml1 + q2 - 
The remaining three expressions (xi1 , x0, , yu) + (xol , xl1 , yii), 
(~01, ~01, rd and lx 10 , ~00 , ~10) + (~0 , xl0 , ylo) require a slightly more 
sophisticated treatment. Clearly (xi1 , xol , yii) E q2 . Put (xol , xi1 , yrr) = 
qol + xoltol with qol E Rol and ~OI E To1 C q2 . From (~ol~ol) Rio = 
4x01 > RIO 3 to11 C %I and (xo, 9 211, ~1,) 4, = (~0, > R,, > To,) C Ro, by (2~) 
one sees qolR,, = 0. By Lemma 11 Rloqo, C Q:“,‘. Hence qol E Qhi’ C q2 . This 
shows 
(x11 9 x01 >Yll> + ho1 > x11 3 Yll) E q2 * 
BY Lemma 6 (~01 p ~01, ~11) = --x~&oIY~ = qoo + qlo with qoo E q2 and 
410 ERlO * 
Let zol E Rol . By Lemmata 6 and 10 
~01410 = -~01(~01(~01Y11)) = ~0&01(~01Y11)) 
Es --xOl(~Ol 9 x01 9 Yll) = XOl(~Ol 9 Al 9 x01> = ~01((~01Y11) x01> 
= -(zolyu) X& = 0 modulo q2 . 
Similarly 
4lozOl = -+01(~0lY11)) 201 = K~OlYll) x01> 201 
= -((Xo1Y11) ZOl> *01 = -(x01 3 Yll 9 ZOl> x01 = (x01 9 ZOl 9 Yll> x01 
= -+01(~01Y11)) xol = &(zo,y,,) = 0 modulo q2 . 
Hence qlo E Q$,’ C q2 . This proves (xol , xol , yii) E q2 . In the remaining 
case we put qll + qol := (XIOXOO)YI~ - G&I~Y~O) where 411 EQ:“,’ and 
qol E Rol . A calculation similar to the preceding one shows for zlo E R,, that 
~10401 = %O(!hl + 401) = ~10e%%o) YlO - %(~l0Y10>> = Y10(~10@10%0)) - 
(ZIOXOO> (%OYIO> = YIO((G%O) x10> - @WON) (~lo~lo> = 0 module q2 . Hence 
Rloqo, C Q:? C q2 and by Lemma 11 qolRlo C $(R,,) C q3 . This 
proves qol E Qh;‘- Consequently, (xl0 , zoo, YIO> + (xoo , xl0 , ylo) = 
al f 401 - ~IO(-QOY~O~~) + @oox~~> ylo E q3 by Theorem 1. 
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An algebra is called semiprime if it has no nonzero ideals squaring to zero. 
An algebra is called prime if the product of any two nonzero ideals is nonzero. 
THEOREM 3. Let c satisfy (c, c, R) = 0 and let CY > 2 be an ordinal number. 
If R is semiprim and Qg’ = Q&’ = 0 then a, = 0 and A,, , a, , A,, are ideals 
of R such that A,, + a, + A,, is a direct sum. If R is prime and Qg,’ = 
Qg’ = 0, 012 3, then R is alternative or c is a unit element of R. 
Proof. By assumption qa = Qg’ + Q g). More generally let x = X1, + X,,, 
be an ideal of R where X1, C R,, and X0, C R,, . Then X1,X,,, = X0,X,, = 0, 
x2 C X0,X0, + XIJlo, and x3 = ma + x2x C (&,lXol> Xl0 + (Xl&,) X0, = 
Oby(lp).HencezsCq:=(y~x)yx+xy=O).Ify~qthenyR+RyCx 
and (yR + Ry) x = (y, R, x) + (R, y, x) = 0. If x E x then a? = 0. Hence, 
x(yR + RY) = 0 and yR + Ry C n follows. Hence t) is an ideal of R such 
that ns C t)x = 0. Since R is semiprime one gets r) = 0 and hence x = 0. 
Especially this proves qa = 0. By Corollary 2 to Theorem 1 A,, , uar and A,, 
are ideals of R such that A,, + a, + A,, is a direct sum. Assume now that R 
is even prime. If A,, # 0 or A,, # 0 then a, = 0 implies R,, = R,, = 0 
hence R = R,, and c is a unit element of R. If A,, = A,, = 0 then 
MC A,, + qs + A,, = 0 and R is alternative by Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 1. If R is semiprime and if R,, and R, have no nonzero nilpotent 
elements then R is alternative. 
Proof. By the theorem, qs = 0. For xrr, yrr~ R,, (sl, ql, yn)~ 
R,, + T,,, + R,,T,1 C R,, + qs C R,, by Lemma 1 and Theorem 1. By 
Micheev’s result (xii , xrr , y11)4 = 0. Hence A!r, = 0. By reversing sub- 
scripts also Ma, = 0. By Theorem 2 R is alternative. 
Corollary 1 generalizes the result of Humm-Kleinfeld in [B, lo]. 
We call the Peirce space R,, prime if 1rJrr C T,,, for two ideals Irr , Jr1 of 
R,, implies II1 = 0 or J1r = 0. We call R,, simple if R,, has no ideals besides 
0 and R,, . By reversing subscripts we obtain the definition when R, is prime. 
If %,,R,,, # 0 and R,, has no ideals besides 0 and R,, then R,, is called 
simple. If R& is prime (resp. simple) then R,, is prime (resp. simple). If 
R& is prime (resp. simple) then ROB is prime (resp. simple). 
COROLLARY 2. Let R be semiprime with Q:!,’ = 0 and Q$ = 0. If R,, and 
R,, are prime then R is alternative or R = R,, f R, . 
Proof. By the theorem, qs = 0. Hence A,, and R,, n a2 = RI,-&, are 
ideals of R,, such that A1l(R,,R,-,,) = 0. Since R,, is prime A,, = 0 or 
R,,R,, = 0. By reversing subscripts A, = 0 or R,,R,, = 0. If R&,1 = 0 
or R,,lR,, = 0 then by Lemma 11 R,, + Rol C q, = 0 and R = Rx1 + R, 
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follows. If R&,r # 0 and R,,R, # 0 then A,, = A, = 0 and R is alter- 
native by Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 3. Let R be semiprim and let R have a unit element e. If R,, 
and R,,, are simple, then R is alternative or R = Rll + R,, . 
Proof. From R,, # 0 one gets e - c # 0. Hence e - c is an idempotent 
in R,, . If the ideal Q$’ C A,, + .Z,(R,,) of Rll (the inclusion follows from 
Lemma 3) contains c then R,, = c&, = 0 by Lemma 4. Otherwise Q$’ = 0. 
By reversing subscripts one concludes R,,, = 0 or Qg’ = 0. If Ii,, = 0 and 
Qg’ = 0 then R,,, is an ideal of R squaring to zero. Hence R,,1 = 0. Similarly 
if Rol = 0 and Qrr w = 0 then R, = 0. Hence there remain only two cases 
R = R,, + R, or Q:t) + Q$ = 0. In the latter case one applies the 
preceding Corollary to get that R is alternative or R = R,, + R,, . Corollary 3 
generalizes the result of Hentzel in [B, 91. 
COROLLARY 4. If R is simple and has an idempotent c such that (c, c, R) = 0, 
then R is alternative or c is a unit element of R. 
Proof. If c E q. ) 013 3, then c E Q&j C A,, + Z,(ip,,) and, by Lemma 4, 
R,, = 0. Hence Rsl + R,, is an ideal of R not containing c. Consequently 
R = R,, and c is a unit element of R. If c $ qa , then q. = 0, hence 
Qg’ = Q$ = 0, and we can apply Theorem 3. 
Theorems 1, 2, and 3 and their Corollaries lead to the question how q, is 
related to the (lower) radical .Z(R+) of R+. By Corollary 2 to Lemma 2 
.&(R) = {Y E Z,(R+) 1 rR C Z,(R+)} is a right ideal of R. Denote by Qa the 
ideal of R generated by $(R). 
THEOREM 4. Let c satisfy (c, c, R) = 0 and let ~1 >, 2 be an ordinal number. 
Then 
Q.zCq~CQa+l- 
Proof. By (transfinite) induction one gets Z,(R+,) = Z,(R+) n R, . 
Hence .&JR) n R,, C &(R,,). By reversing subscripts one gets 
Z,(R&) = Z,(R+) n RoO and .?$(R) n R, C $(R,). Let 4 E $(R) have 
Peirce decomposition 4 = ~ii + qr,, + qOi + qO,, , Then qil = U,(q) E Z,(R&) 
and qllRll C qRll + qolRll C &(R&) + Rol . Hence a1 E $VL). BY reversing 
subscripts one gets q,,,, E .&JR,). F ram CIIO% C WOI + &o + ROI + ROO) n 
R,, C $(R) n R,, C $(R,,) one sees ql,,R,, CQg). One has p - qc = 
41~ + !zoo E -&u(R). Hence Rolqlo = Rol(qlo + ~4 C -W+) n ho C .W&). 
From 
(Rolao) Roe C Ro,kr~oRoo) + Rod%o~~o) 
C %&,(R) + %,k&,o) + Ro,%, C -&CR+) + RolTlo + ROI%I 
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one sees 
(Ro1q10) Roe =v-AR+)  wGJ + RlO) n PO0 + TlO) c aGJ + TlO . 
This proves &~r,, C &(I?,,) C Q&l. Hence qIO E Q$. By reversing subscripts 
q,,r E Q60;‘. Consequently q E q, and Z@(R) C qIx . For 012 2 qU is an ideal of R 
by Theorem 1. Hence Qa C q. for 01 > 2. 
To prove the second inclusion let qll E &(R,,) C Z,(R+). Then 
qllR C .?&(R,,) + qllR,, + qllRol + T,,, . Let r E R have Peirce decomposi- 
tion r = yll + II0 + r,, + raO . Then qllrlo = qll 0 rl, E .Z,(R+) and one sees 
qllRlo C Z,(R+). If to1 E To1 then Go,(~) = (told toI + (to~rol) to1 = (~ol~~~Yol 
and U(t,,r,,)t,,(R) C Ut,, UT,, Uto,(R) C UQ,, UTI1(R~o) = 0. Hence TOI C -WV 
Let qlo := qllro, and let x E R have Peirce decomposition 
Then 
x =x11 + x10 + +?I1 + x00 * 
u&4 = -do%0 + (410x01) QlO + (410~00) 410 * 
Here qfoxlo = q;, 0 xl0 E Z,(R+). From 
ub3~oo)q10 (RI C u&L,,U,,o(R) C UJ&,(Rn + RIO + Rod = 0 
one sees (ql~oo) qlo E Z,(R+). By Lemma 12, qlo = qllrol EQ$. Hence 
qloxol E Q:;’ C -WCi) + 41 and 
(qloxod eo E ZdR:) 0 RIO C -&AR+). 
Our calculations show Uqlo(R) C Z,(R+). Hence qlo E Z,(R+) and 
qllR C Z,(R+) + Z,(R+). This proves ~~(R,,) = $(R) f~ R,, for 01 > 3. By 
reversing subscripts one gets ~,JR,,) = $(R) n R,, for 01 3 3. Conse- 
quently, 8:“) C Qol n RI, and Q&j C Q. n R,, for (Y > 3. Let qlo E Qg’ = 
qa n RIO . Then as above 
Uq&, = --4120x10 + (!7ldcOl) PlO + (PlO~OO) 410 
where qfoxlo E ZdR+), (qloxoo) qlo E Zl(R+), and 
(qloxo,) qlo E Qi’ho C (ZdRt) + 41) qlo = Zx(R+). 
Hence Q$ C Z,+,(R+). By reversing subscripts Q/,$ C Z,+,(R+). Con- 
sequently, qa: = Qg) + 8: + Qg’ + Q&’ C Z,+,(R+). Since qol is an ideal 
qa = Qa+l for 01 >, 2. 
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COROLLARY 1. Assume that R has no nonzero nil right ideal. If 
MI, = M,,, = 0 then R is alternative. 
Proof. McCrimmon’s result that Z(R+) is a nil Jordan ideal of R+ implies 
that .&(R) is a nil right ideal of R. Hence qs CQ4 = 0 and by Theorem 2 
one sees MC MI, + q, + n/l,,, = 0. 
COROLLARY 2. Assume that every nonzero right ideal of R contains c. 
Then R is alternative or c is a unit element of R. 
Proof. The nil right ideal &(R) d oes not contain c. Hence Qol = 0. By 
the Theorem qrr = 0 for 01 3 2. From the Corollary of Theorem 1 one sees 
that A,, and A,, are ideals of R. From c $ A, one gets A,, = 0. By Lemma 4 
A,, = 0 or R,, = 0. In the latter case R,,, + R,, is a right ideal not con- 
taining c. Hence R = RI1 and c is a unit element of R. If A,, = A,, = 0 
then R is alternative by Theorem 2. 
Corollary 2 generalizes the result of Kleinfeld in [B, 151. 
COROLLARY 3. Let R be prime. If the (lower) radical Z(R+) of Rf contains 
no nonzero right ideal of R then R is alternative or c is a unit element of R. 
Proof. By assumption Q4 = 0. Hence q3 = 0 and by Theorem 3, R is 
alternative or c is a unit element of R. 
COROLLARY 4. Let R be semiprime and let R,, and R, be prime. If the 
(lower) radical Z(R+) of Rf contains no nonzero right ideal of R then R is 
alternatrve or R = R,, + RoO . 
Proof. By assumption Qd = 0. Hence qs = 0 and by Corollary 2 of 
Theorem 3 R is alternative or R = R,, + R,,O . 
The ideals Q. are defined without reference to c. Hence, they are natural 
candidates for studying right alternative algebras with an idempotent c such 
that (c, c, R) # 0. From examples it is clear that one cannot expect right 
alternative algebras to be alternative without one or the other nondegeneracy 
condition. The results we have developped so far imply: 
THEOREM 5. Let R be a right alternative algebra with an idempotent c. If R 
has no nonxero absolute zero-divisor and if R does not contain a direct sum of 
two nonzero ideals, then R is alternative or c is a unit element of R. 
Proof. By Corollary 4 to Lemma 2, c satisfies (c, c, R) = 0. Hence we can 
apply Corollary 3 of Theorem 1 to get qa = 0. By Corollary 2 of Theorem 1, 
41 9 A,,t and aar are ideals of R such that A,, + a, + A,, is a direct sum. 
If aar = 0, then R,, = R,, = 0 and R,, + R,, is a direct sum of two ideals 
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of R. Hence R = R,, and c is a unit element of R. If a, # 0, then 
A,, = A,, = 0 and R is alternative by Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY. Let R be a prime right alternative algebra without a nonxero 
absolute zero-divisor. If c is an idempotent of R, then R is alternative or c is a 
unit element of R. 
The results developed so far lead to several conjectures about the structure 
of right alternative algebras. 
Conjecture 1. A right alternative algebra without absolute zero-divisors 
besides zero is alternative. 
Conjecture 2. A right alternative algebra without a nonzero nil ideal is 
alternative. 
Conjecture 3. MC Z(R+). 
Conjecture 4. MC Z,(R+). 
Conjecture 5. Let a, b, y E R and m := (a, a, b). Then U,,(y) is an 
absolute zero-divisor of R. 
Between these conjectures the implications (5) 3 (4) * (3) 3 (1) hold 
trivially. To prove (3) 5 (2) we state: 
LEMMA 13. Let R be a right alternative algebra. If I is a quadratic Jordan 
ideal of R+ such that M C I then 1 is an ideal of R such that M C 1. 
Proof. By Corollary 2 to Lemma 2,i is a right ideal of R. Let i E f and 
X, y E R. From (xi)y E x(G) + (x, i, y) = x(iy) + (i, X, y) = 0 modulo I 
one sees that f is an ideal of R. For any right alternative algebra R equation 
(11) in [B] gives a(b, b, X) + (b, b, X) a + (b, b, a) x E M for all a, b, x E R. 
From MCI one gets a(b, b, X) + (b, b, X) a ~1. Hence (b, b, a) x ~1 and 
MC f is shown. 
COROLLARY 1. Conjecture 3 implies Conjecture 2. 
COROLLARY 2. Let R be a nil semisimple right alternative algebra such that 
MC Z(R+). Then R is alternative. 
COROLLARY 3. Let R be a right alternative algebra such that MC Z(R+). 
If f (x1 ,..‘, x,) is an identity that holds in alternative algebras then for 
al ,..., a,, E R the value f (a, ,..., a,) is nilpotent in R. 
By an example of Micheev Conjecture 5 cannot be sharpened to &,( y) = 0. 
Indeed, one may choose y = e as unit element, in which case U,(e) = m2 # 0 
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for suitable a, b in Micheev’s example [B]. On the other hand Micheev has 
shown m4 = 0. This may be considered as a motivation for Conjecture 5 
since Conjecture 5 implies m 4 = 0. As a further support for Conjecture 5 
we remark that U,(y) is an absolute zero-divisor in case a = c is an idem- 
potent. This follows from the identity 
which is easily verified in special Jordan algebras. Let b = b,, + b,, + 
hu + 4xl * Then (c, c, b) = (c, c, b,,) + (c, c, b,,). Substitute x := (c, c, b,,) 
and w := (c, c, b,,). From the proof of Corollary 3 to Lemma 2 one has 
U, = U,,, = 0, hence U~e,c,b) = Uzfw = Uzs, and 
UlJ I,,,,a,dy) = uz>w~PwLJ(y) = 0 
by (3) and the identity. Whether Conjecture 5 holds or not can in principal 
be decided by a finite algorithm due to Glennie [B, (11, p. 32)]. Clearly the 
assumption in Lemma 13 follows from Conjecture 5. Recently McCrimmon 
has shown that for alternative algebras z(R) is a locally nilpotent ideal. On 
account of [B] we conjecture that 8(R) is a locally nilponent ideal in a right 
alternative ring R. 
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